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AWACS flies through first trials 

The U.S. Air Force Airborne 
Warning and Control System 
(AWACS), a flying command post 
for control of air warfare, has' 
comp,leted a month-long demon
stration of its· capabilities in a 

· series' o.f complex air engage
ments. This initia,l operational 
test and evaluation phase of the 
AW ACS development p,rogram in
volved some 45 airborne hours 
during eight flights throughout 
the Unite_d States. 

Using a modified Boeing W7-
320B airframe topped by a, 30-
foot rotating array, AW ACS is 
based on a Westinghouse high
prf, pulse do-ppler radar designed. 
to detect and tra,ck aircraft flying 
at high and low altitudes (see 
Rush Is On to Complete First 
AWACS Radars, MicroWaves, Sep
tember, 1973). 

During a two-day exercise, on 
the East Coast, Air· Fovce Test 
and Evaluation Center crews op
erated the Airborne W arri.ing and 
Control System in control of in
terdiction, close-air support, aerial 
combat and se-arch and rescue 
missions. During this operation, a 
test was conducted with the U.S. 
Navy to show the compatibility of 

AWACS data with the Navy Tac
tical Data System (NTDS). Data 
on low-altitude penetrating air
craft obtained by AW ACS was 
fed to the NTDS for use in• Navy · 
contro,J o.f their interceptors. 

In a separate test with the U.S. 
Army, it was shown that AWACS 
could provide precise tracking in
formation o,f attackers at long 
range directly to Hawk missile 
batteries, claims Brig. General 
Lawrence, Skantze, AW ACS pro
gram director at the Electronic 
Systems Division. 

An Aerospace Defense Com
mand (ADC) e,xercise called Felix 
A WACS was conducted over the 
Pacific Northwest. This involved 
multi-aircraft penetrations · that 
included electronic countermeas
ures aircraft and fighter bombers 
playing the enemy role. · 

In the exercise, which simu
lated· a majo,r air defense engage
ment, AW ACS scrambled inter
cepto,rs from their bases and 
directed interceptors from their 
combat air patrol positions. Air
craft of the Canadian Armed 
Forces also participated. 

A specia.J survivability exercise 
carried out in the southwestern 

U.S. was designed to test A WACS' 
ability to protect itself from at
tackers. The attacking force 
whose, mission was to, incapad
tate AW ACS was cornpo,sed of 
F-15s, F-106s, F-5s and F-4s 
working-in conjunctiol:n with 
ground based and airborne jam
mers. The protective force under 
the direction of AW ACS was 
made up of F-16~ and F-4s. 

"All of the attackers were neu
tralized at ranges in excess of" 
their air-to-air weapon capabil
ity. In addition, successful simu
lated attacks against ground-_ 
based jammers were completed by 
AW ACS-dir'ected . close-air sup
port, aircraft," · General Skantze 
reports. 
· Next major event for the 

AW ACS testbed, now in the plan-. 
ning stage, is a demonstration of ·· 
ship detection and tracking. Indi
cations are that this demonstra
tion in conjunction with NATO 
requirements may take place in 
Europe in the spring of 1975, ac
cording to General Skantze. An 
additional modification· will be 
made to the testbed to improve 
the maritime capability for the 
European demonstration. •• S.V.B. 
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Artificial radio aurora extends HF communications 

In trying to develop an inter-, 
ference technique for disrupting, 
ionospheric scatter communica
tions, The Defense Department's 
Advanced Research Projects Agen-

, cy, Washington, DC, fell upon a 
way .to extend and improve th_eir 
own HF communications. 

Normally, the ionosphere- re
flects signals from 3 MHz to 30 
MHz bac;k to earth for distances 
of about 100 miles. However by 
creating an artificial radio aurora, 
using large ground-based hf trans
mitters that put out approximately 
2 mega 0 watts, signals have been 
found to be reflected over a 1,000 
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mile range and over frequencies 
extending to 450 MHz increasing 
both range and usable spectrum by 
an. order:of-magnitude. 

The power transmitters or 
"heater" installations use high
gain antennas to ·produce an EIRP 
of from 20 million to 30 million 
watts. This, in turn, raises the 
temperature of electrons in the 
ionosphere creating scattering ir
regularities aligned with the geo
magnetic field. The result is a 
reflector 100 miles in diameter and 
10 miles thick. This enormous 
cloud can't be seen by the eye, but 
it can •be photographed with an in-

frared camera. When the trans
mitters are turned off, the arti
ficial cloud dissolves instantly. 

One of the group based HF 
transmitters that does. the heating 
is located ne,a,r Platte,ville, CO, and 
is operated by the Institute for 
Telecommunications Sciences. An
other transmitter is the i,000-ft 
dish at Arecibo, PR, managed by 
Cornell University. A third is at 
Gorki in the Soviet Union .about 
400 km east ·of Moscow. Stanford 
Research Institute, Menlo Park, 
CA, is studying the feasibility of 
the system as a communications 
technique. •• R.T.D. 
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MSCcoo · the acknowledged 
· leaderin · 

high frequencY, 
high power 

C transistor technology 
and stripline 
packaging . 
can ·now fill 
your present 

Coaxial Transistors 

RCA RCA Terminal Operating Output 
Type Package Bonding Frequency Power 
NBR. Type Config. (GHz) (W) 

40836 . T0-215AA CE 2.0 0.5 

2N5470 T0-215AA CB 2.0 1.0 

40837 T0-215AA CE 2.Q 1.25 

2N5920 T0-215AA CB 2.0 2.0 

40898 T0-215AA CB 2.3 2.0 
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Supply 
Voltage 

(V) 

osc 

28 

osc 

28 

22 

Nearest 
COPAC 
Equiv. 

MSC85836 

MSC85470 

MSC85837 

MSC85920 

MSC85898 

and future 
needs in 
Coaxial T 
MSC offers a broad line of 
"RCA Coaxial Types" in production 
quantities. These MSC "CO PAC" Types. 
compliment existing MSC industry 
standards supplied in the ubiquitous 
STRIPAC® and AMPAC™ packages. 
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